MODULARITY WILL DIFFER BASED ON WHETHER THE PRODUCT IS RECTIFIED OR CALIBRATED

Color-lined pieces indicate the pattern. Calculations have been rounded to the nearest percentage. It is recommended to round “up” when calculating square footage.

All sizes are nominal
For technical information refer to our web site
Modularity will differ based on whether the product is rectified or calibrated.

Color-lined pieces indicate the pattern. Calculations have been rounded to the nearest percentage. It is recommended to round “up” when calculating square footage.

All sizes are nominal. For technical information refer to our web site.
TILE PATTERNS

Modularity will differ based on whether the product is rectified or calibrated.

Color-lined pieces indicate the pattern.
Calculations have been rounded to the nearest percentage. It is recommended to round “up” when calculating square footage.

All sizes are nominal.
For technical information refer to our web site.
Tile Patterns

Modularity will differ based on whether the product is rectified or calibrated.

Color-lined pieces indicate the pattern. Calculations have been rounded to the nearest percentage. It is recommended to round "up" when calculating square footage.

All sizes are nominal. For technical information refer to our web site.